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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From big wheels to high heels
Asia and Shante are the best of friends. Secrets, provocative trends and life changing events
become the inspiration of Washed Up, their joint venture and the hottest clothing line in the
Midwest. Looking at their hard knock life in the rearview mirror, together they are not going to stop
until they reach the top. Asia is on a mission to be the leading lady in every baller s life that crosses
her path. When a list she s been keeping of her sexual conquests fall into the wrong hands will Asia
pay dearly? Classy and full of style, maintaining her rank as a five star chic, is one thing Shante
takes pride in. Will she stop at nothing to maintain that spot even if it means using treachery with
truth? Deception is just as harmful a deadly drug. An overdose of love, lies and secrets has a great
expense and the ultimate price to pay can be death. Can either woman escape the devastating
consequences of their actions? Someone...
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Reviews
It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta Thompson
Great electronic book and helpful one. Of course, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just delighted to inform you that here is the
finest ebook i have got go through in my own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Lor a Johns III
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